
    


    





    









    
    
        
            
                For a better view of the website, update your browser.
 
                Those browsers has new features built to bring you the best of the web.
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                                                Elevate your restaurant business by relying on the industry's best POS service provider.
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                                                        Flawlessly manage menus, inventory, staff, & profits with the Back of the House feature.
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                                                        Eliminate handwritten notes, Offer mobile ordering & multi-payment options
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                                                        Heat-resistant, varied screen sizes, multi-ordering channels, and superior visibility.
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                                                        Get accurate insights on Sales, Purchases, PO status, Inventory count, & Business Intelligence.
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                                                        Ovvi’s self-service kiosks can eliminate lines, free up employees, and offer customers a customized experience.
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                                                Be a boss while our POS solutions help you crack the code of success.
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                                                        OVVI's Enterprise POS System offers the convenience of secured digital payment modes to increase your daily footfalls. Manage your multi-location outlets with ease.
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                                                        Flawless onboarding, payroll processing, and efficient staff management - all at the touch of a button.
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                                                        Boost your business with OVVI’s multiple Payment Processing options for enterprises.
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                                                        Create a sustainable business with OVVI's multi-vendor integrated partner ecosystem.
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                                                Be a boss while our POS solutions help you crack the code of success.
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                                                        Our online ordering system boosts operation simplicity, strong clientele, and sales.
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                                                        Have an enjoyable experience from placing an online order to receiving it on time with OVVI's integrated delivery app.
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                                                Be a boss while our POS solutions help you crack the code of success.
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                                                        Order online, use it at a self-service kiosk, redeem it or share it with your loved ones; OVVI's Gift Card has it all.
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                                                        Retailers can switch to Ovvi Loyalty Program to enhance guest frequency & service quality, while customers can earn, accumulate and redeem points against every purchase. 
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                                                Be a boss while our POS solutions help you crack the code of success.
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                                                        OVVI aids the finances of its qualified retailers through a simple and easy process, helping them succeed.
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                                                Restaurants

                                                Elevate your restaurant business by relying on the industry's best POS service provider.

                                            

                                        
                                        	
                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        Overview

                                                        Our cloud-based POS software lets you instantly track sales, inventory, customers, and orders.
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                                                        Custom Made POS Solution for Fine Dining Restaurant.
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                                                        Quick & Easy ordering & payments for any fast Casual operations.
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                                                        POS to handle high volume Bars & lounges.
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                                                        State of art Pizza builder POS.
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                                                        Simple POS for frozen yogurt/ ice cream shop.
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                                                        Run your business wirelessly with Ovvi’s mobile units.

                                                    

                                                
                                            


                                    
	
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                Retail

                                                Be a boss while our POS solutions help you crack the code of success.
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                                                        Track online orders, manage inventory &  run your retail store seamlessly.

                                                    

                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        Convenience Store

                                                        Reliable POS solution for all your convenience store needs.
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                                                        Streamline your liquor inventory with Ovvi’s retail solution.
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                                                        Very powerful grocery software to streamline your busy operations.
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                                                        Sell your clothing & shoe styles with Ovvi’s intuitive style Matrix.
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                                                        As easy as morning coffee. Ovvi makes running a coffee shop fast and seamless.
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                                                        Grow your retail tobacco and accessories business with Ovvi’s Smoke Shop POS system.
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                                                        Ovvi’s bakery POS system can provide a whole new level of guest experience.

                                                    

                                                
                                            


                                    
	
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                Salon

                                                Elevate your salon business with OVVI’s feature-rich POS system and take your business to new heights.

                                            

                                        
                                        	
                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        Overview

                                                        Elevate Your Salon with Our POS System. Streamline Appointments, Track Customers, Manage Inventory & Staff.

                                                    

                                                
                                            


                                    
	
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                CBD Store

                                                Grow your CBD Store with quality and reliable POS. OVVI offers a range of robust tools to transform your business.
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                                                        Scale up your CBD Store with cutting-edge POS system - real time monitoring, inventory insights, management, accounting, third-party integration and more.

                                                    

                                                
                                            


                                    


                            
	Why Ovvi?
                                	
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                About Us

                                                Comprehend the growth journey of Ovvi and how it benefits your business.

                                            

                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                Clients

                                                We’re proud to work with clients who’re ready to embrace substantial changes in the business.

                                            

                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                Resources

                                                We are backed by new age technology to solve current business challenges.
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                                                Read the latest updates to know how magnificently OVVI can make a difference to your business.

                                            

                                        
                                    
	
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                            

                                            
                                                Refer and Earn

                                                Refer your friends and get additional benefits. Is there someone looking for a reliable POS solution? Tell them about us and earn rewards.
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                                                Explore our flexible pricing plans tailored to meet your POS system needs, empowering your business.
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                Simple, Powerful POS System for Restaurants


                OVVI POS is equipped with a kitchen display system, order tracking, pricing, online ordering and delivery, table management, and menu management. A complete solution to boost your restaurant sales.


                Get a Demo
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                Who we serve

                OVVI POS is an end-to-end solution for restaurants, fine dining, quick-service restaurants, and many more.

            

        


        
                            
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                    
                                

                            
                        

                        Fine Dining

                        We boost the overall functions of your fine dining restaurant, including delivering a quality guest experience, managing profit margins, employee management, and offering custom solutions.

                    
                

                            
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                    
                                

                            
                        

                        Quick Service

                        With centralized data maintenance, you can retain the consistency of menus and recipes across all your quick-service restaurants. Get real-time business analytic reports to improve performance.

                    
                

                            
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                    
                                

                            
                        

                        Bar & Lounge

                        OVVI POS has a plethora of smart features that help  Bars, Pubs, and Breweries increase operational efficiency and promote customer engagement. Manage bar stock, get sales reports, and more!

                    
                

                            
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                    
                                

                            
                        

                        Pizza

                        OVVI POS is a cloud-based pizzeria POS that you can manage anytime and anywhere. We have seamlessly integrated online ordering, QR code ordering, payroll management, and other tools to help you run your restaurant.

                    
                

                            
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                    
                                

                            
                        

                        Frozen Yogurt

                        From simplifying the checkout process to helping you keep track of inventory, including your customers' favorite toppings and flavors. OVVI POS for your frozen yogurt can boost daily operations, sales, and profits.

                    
                

                            
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                    
                                

                            
                        

                        Food Truck

                        We equip your Fast Truck business with the right technology to manage orders, improve customer experience, and speed up the checkout process. Secure customer data and introduce promotional campaigns.

                    
                

                            
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                    
                                

                            
                        

                        Fast Casual

                        Maximize the efficiency, productivity, and profitability of your Fast Casual restaurant with OVVI POS. We offer robust inventory tracking, smart reporting, and customize features according to your needs.

                    
                

                    

    

    

    





    
        
            
                Restaurants are Complex Businesses

                Ovvi Restaurant Platform Touches Every Aspect of Restaurant Operations

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                    

                
            

        

    






	
		
			
				Restaurant POS System that fast tracks your business operations.

				All-in-one platform that delivers every major feature, integration, and tool that restaurants need to 
manage every aspect of their business.

			

		

		
			
					Simple ordering process & inventory management
	Very easy table layout
	Intuitive pizza builder
	Multi language mode
	Table side ordering & payments
	Kitchen display solution
	Emv – chip card & apple pay payments
	Reporting & insights
	Multi- store capabilities
	Self ordering kiosk


			

			
				
					Simple ordering process & inventory management

				    
				    	
				    		
				    			
					    			Ovvi's intuitive menu design allows for an easy ordering process, faster checkouts and comes with multiple split check capabilities.

					    			
						    			Ovvi easily helps you manage tickets, order history, refunds, and returns.

						    			Grab up to the minute ticket management reporting to also allow for table side and self orders. The Ovvi platform works seamlessly for every order type.

						    			Manage and maintain fully customized menu items with modifiers, choice items, combo meals, recipe management, ingredient tracking along with multiple pricing and tax options.

						    			Ovvi thinks like a restaurant. It allows you to intuitively track all the details that make up the products you sell. You can always keep your ingredients perfectly stocked, and manage every ingredient that makes each dish a work of art. Our one touch purchase order solution enables you to reorder items with ease from multiple vendors.

					    			

					    			Read More
					    		

				    		

				    		
    			        		
    								
    									
    				                        
    				                        
    				                    
    								

    							

				    		

				    	

				    


				    Very easy table layout

				    
				    	
				    		
				    			
				    				Table Layout allows you to set up a floor plan, view open and seated tables, open an order, and assign tables to servers.

				    				
					    				With Our unique table layout screen, you can create multiple sessions for your restaurant like Dining room, Bar, Patio and many more. We also have a wide array of tables, chairs, booths, walls, plants, restroom, and background colors to select from. You can also add Pool Tables and Bowling lanes.

					    				Our easy-to-use interface is designed to keep up with the ever-changing needs of your business. Ovvi can help redesign your floorplan or add tables as needed. Each of these can be handled with ease and simplicity. This feature also enables you to see which server is working a table, how long it has been open, and the total ticket amount as well. Ovvi can also flawlessly split as many bills as required between tables with its intuitive interface, which makes it easy for employees to learn and navigate.

					    				Our reservation module can quickly allocate open tables and can avoid double or duplicate reservations.

					    			

					    			Read More
					    		

				    		

				    		
    			        		
    								
    									
    				                        
    				                        
    				                    
    								

    							

				    		

				    	

				    


				    Intuitive pizza builder

				    
				    	
				    		
				    			
				    				Ovvi's Pizza software offers a complete pizza platform for owners and managers of pizza restaurants. Whether your pizza business is one location or a franchise, Ovvi's Pizza module has the flexibility to scale all of your business needs. Ovvi has the ability to select from multiple order types like delivery, carry-out, or dine-in and our unique pizza build modules allows you to add multiple sizes, crust, sauce, and toppings from one easy layout. Our software has the ability to create half and half pizza types and also 1/3rd or 1/4th pizzas.

				    				
				    					Ovvi also offers caller ID solution which will store customer information including allergies and past orders which will help you drive up customer retention and convenience while setting you apart.

				    				

				    				Read More
					    		

				    		

				    		
    			        		
    								
    									
    				                        
    				                        
    				                    
    								

    							

				    		

				    	

				    


				    Multi language mode

				    
				    	
				    		
				    			
				    				Ovvi's Restaurant Software is available in 9 languages. Including: English, Spanish, Korean, Chinese, Vietnamese, Japanese, Thai, French, and Hindi.

				    				
					    				This works really well with bilingual employees; menus are changed to the preferred language of employee based on their login credentials.

					    				Kitchen and thermal printers can also print in single or dual languages, which will provide ease for bi-lingual employees.

					    			

					    			Read More
				    			

				    		

				    		
    			        		
    								
    									
    				                        
    				                        
    				                    
    								

    							

				    		

				    	

				    


				    Table side ordering & payments

				    
				    	
				    		
				    			
				    				The Ovvi mobile handheld devices are designed to improve guest experiences while helping to speed through your rushes and generating more sales beyond your counter.

				    				
					    				Mobile tablet ordering and payment acceptance is designed to facilitate more interaction with guests by speeding through your order and payment process. Orders go to the kitchen in real time, reducing turn times and mistakes which in turn increases staff productivity.

					    				Your employees can spend more time with guests to explain menu items, any promotions at the table, upsell or cross sell additional items or drinks hence increasing their average ticket and boosting customer satisfaction.

					    				Our seamless mobile payment EMV/NFC devices enables customers to enter their tips, scan their cards, and leave reviews from one easy layout.

					    			

					    			Read More
				    			

				    		

				    		
    			        		
    								
    									
    				                        
    				                        
    				                    
    								

    							

				    		

				    	

				    


				    Kitchen display solution

				    
				    	
				    		
				    			
				    				Simplify and speed up the order entry process with our cutting-edge kitchen display automation.

				    				
					    				Our KDS solution offers restaurant operators the abilities to

					    					Display customer name along with order destination
	Ensure guest safety by accommodating dietary restrictions or other modifications
	Filter orders based on station function
	Display order arrival time and monitor preparation time
	Bump, select, and recall orders
	Indicate the in-queue ticket numbers
	Available in bump bar and touchscreen setups
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				    Emv – chip card & apple pay payments

				    
				    	
				    		
				    			
				    				Streamline your sales at checkout by enabling integrated payments. Accept all the ways your customers prefer to pay, whether it be in-store, online or mobile and on-the go. Ovvi integrates with leading payment providers for a seamless checkout experience.

				    				
					    				Ovvi is compatible with 10+ payment processors like First Data, TSYS, Global Payments, Worldpay and many more.

					    				Ovvi smart payment solution allows customers to pay using their mobile phones using Apple pay or G Pay, our intuitive pay at the table payment modules enables customers to enter tips, scan their own cards and leave reviews from one easy layout.

					    			

					    			Read More
				    			

				    		

				    		
    			        		
    								
    									
    				                        
    				                        
    				                    
    								

    							

				    		

				    	

				    


				    Reporting & insights

				    
				    	
				    		
				    			
				    				Ovvi offers numerous analytic reports to gain insights on what's driving your business and how to track your sales. With a dashboard that is graphical and mobile friendly, you can customize reports to your liking while also being able to review revenues on a single store or multiple stores all from one page.

				    				
					    				Ovvi's dashboards are customizable so you can tailor information to match your reporting needs, and also set up reports to be emailed to you daily.

					    				Some of the Most Common Reports

					    					KPI — Key Performance Indicator Reports
	Sales Detail Report
	Sales Summary Reports
	Product Mix Report
	Top 10 Selling Items
	Employee Hours and Wages Report
	Order Exception Reports
	EOD Reports
	Payment Type Reports and Many More Analytic Reporting
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				    Multi- store capabilities

				    
				    	
				    		
				    			
				    				With our semi cloud-based software, sleek hardware, and a fully integrated partner network, Ovvi helps multi-unit brands manage and grow their business, while keeping guests coming back.

				    				
					    				Some of today's largest and fast-growing restaurant brands choose Ovvi.

					    				Features & Benefits

					    					Comprehensive multi store analytic reporting
	Inventory Control
	Food Cost Analysis
	Forecasting
	Time & Attendance
	Labor Scheduling
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				    Self ordering kiosk

				    
				    	
				    		
				    			
				    				Ovvi's Self Ordering Kiosk helps you grow your revenue and optimize your square footage.

				    				
					    				Our state-of-the-art Kiosk can optimize order efficiency, save a restaurant owner money, and increase guest experience.

					    				Available in 21.5" floor stands and table or wall mounts. Also, Ovvi can make any pos system as a self-ordering kiosk as well.

					    				Highlights

					    					Next generation kiosk design
	21.5' Projected touch screen in portrait mode
	Integrated design with built in Epson printer
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                Meet our Restaurant 
Advisory Council

                
                    OVVI's Restaurant Advisory Council feeds industry insight into our products that drive restaurant efficiency and revenue through an excellent customer experience. They help us create the savviest tools to run your business.

                

                Contact Us
            

        

    

    

    




	
		
			
				Business Enhancing Solutions


					Gift Card
	Online Ordering
	Accounting And Payroll Integration
	Delivery App Integration



				
				    
				        
				        	
				        		Guest Engagement with 
Gift Card & Loyalty

				        		
				        			Enhance or start your loyalty and rewards programs with Ovvi's Gift Card & Loyalty Module. With Ovvi loyalty, turn every guest into a regular. Link customer profiles to built-in loyalty rewards bonus point module. Easily earn rewards points with every purchase. Redeem rewards toward future purchases or free items.

				        			With gift cards, the profit is yours once the card has been purchased. Since gift cards carry rolling balances, the remaining cash remains on the card when a customer partially redeems the gift. This can encourage gift card recipients to become repeat customers for your business.

				        			Whether you have a single store or multi store operations, our gift card platform works seamless in activating, loading and redeeming value across multiple stores.

				        		

				        		Order Customized Gift Cards
				        	

				        	
				        		
									
										
					                        
					                        
					                    
									

								

				        	

				        

				    

				    
				    	
				        	
				        		Build your restaurant a 
branded online ordering system

				        		
				        			Streamline your Online, To•Go business, increase sales and build customer loyalty with smarter food ordering software.

				        			Building customer retention and providing customers with the flexibility to access online ordering is essential in today's environment.

				        			Ovvi has an online ordering platform integrated into our POS to help make online ordering seamless for your customers. Business owners get access to a unique URL and can customize their website to their liking. Orders can take place through mobile apps, a website, or a website integration to Ovvi's POS allowing you to keep the revenue flowing.

				        		

				        		Online Ordering
				        	

				        	
				        		
									
										
					                        
					                        
					                    
									

								

				        	

				        

				    

				    
				    	
				        	
				        		Seamless accounting and payroll integration

				        		
				        			Save time while streamlining your operations by integrating your Accounting and Payroll with Ovvi POS. Ovvi is fully integrated with 10+ Accounting software's which includes

				        			QuickBooks | Sage | Xero | Tally Power of Simplicity | Microsoft Dynamics Retail Management System

				        			All sales, stock, inventory and product data automatically synchronizes at the end of day or in real time. This saves you time while improving accuracy in the back end of your business operations. Ovvi is also connected with 10+ payroll processing companies like

				        			ADP | PAYCHEX | Gusto | Zenefits

				        			Our direct payroll integration features a clock in/out function that not only logs the exact hours of each staff member works, but also calculates their gross amounts and tips.

				        		

				        	

				        	
				        		
									
										
					                        
					                        
					                    
									

								

				        	

				        

				    

				    
				    	
				        	
				        		Direct integrations for smooth, rapid door-to-door delivery.

				        		
				        			Ovvi integrates directly with leading online delivery systems and services to sync order activity across their app and into your kitchen. Maximize efficiency and counterspace via a single command center queuing your order-to-delivery pipeline.

				        			You've seen the chaos before: a tablet (or three) on every surface and multiple kitchen printers each doing its own thing. With Ovvi, you're in control of the customer experience — and it is always from one simple command center. With Ovvi's unified ecosystem, orders come into our software and then get routed to kitchen printers with one easy layout.

				        			Insights and Analytic reports can showcase data sets like: total customers to total online sales across different delivery apps to gross profits.

				        			100+ Integrations

				        		

				        	

				        	
				        		
									
										
					                        
					                        
					                    
									

								

				        	

				        

				    

				

			

		

	

	

	




	
		
			
				
                    
                        
                        	
	                        	Boneheadz Sports Bar

								
									Ovvi POS is easy to work with. The back office and menu screens are very easy to setup and understand. Creating new menu items and adding modifiers works well and its very streamlines. This software has lots of features and the best part is customer loyalty and gift cards are built in

								

                        	

                        

                        
                        	
	                        	Chesters Chicken

								
									We have always received Great Service and Support from Ovvi tech support specialist. They always pick up the phone and resolve issues in a timely manner. Very impressed.

								

							

                        

                        
                        	
	                        	Cavaliers Steak House

								
									We were looking for a mobile tablet solution for our exclusive steak house and Ovvi delivered the best solution available with our budget. Now with their support, we are running 20 tablets and our average ticket amounts have gone higher and our wait times have gone lower. Very happy.

								

							

                        

                    

                

			

		

	











    

        

            

                Schedule an Online Demo


                Get a free Restaurant or Retail POS online demo of Ovvi
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                        Yes, I want a demo


                        

                            	Catered to your restaurant or retail stores unique needs.
	We will follow up with a customized quote built just for you based on your ideal hardware and software requirements.



                        


                                                        

                            View Restaurant Demo
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                            Cloud Back Office Demo

                        


                    


                


            


        


    














    

        

            
                                Schedule an Online Demo

                    Grab Your Free Ovvi 
Restaurant POS Demo Today!

                    
                        	Catering to your restaurant's unique needs.
	We offer a customized quote considering your restaurant's ideal hardware and software requirements.
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